CLOVERBUD SCORESHEET

AGE 8

1. ME AND MY HORSE: Tell about you and your horse, and paste a picture of your horse on the page.

2. PARTS OF THE HORSE: Label the following parts of the horse
   EYE   KNEE   CHEST   STOMACH
   MUZZLE   SHOULDER   HOOF

3. COMPLETE THE STORY:

4. THE HOOF: Label the parts of the hoof and complete the questions.

5. BREED WORD SEARCH

6. DESIGN YOUR DREAM BARN: Show inside and out, give as much detail as you can.

JUDGES NOTES AND COMMENTS:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

1
ME AND MY HORSE

My name: ________________________________

My horse's name: ________________________

My story is:

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________
PARTS OF THE HORSE
DRAW A LINE FROM EACH ITEM TO ITS PLACE ON THE HORSE

EYE  KNEE  SHOULDER  MUZZLE  STOMACH  CHEST  HOCK
CAN YOU COMPLETE THIS STORY?

Horses by nature are usually _ e _t _ _ and like people. However, they may become _ _ _ g _ t _ n _ _ and by instinct they may attempt to run away. If you don’t want to _ _ _ r _ _ your horse when you approach him, be sure to _ _ l _ to him. Talking to your horse in a _ _ l m and _ o o _ _ _ _ _ voice will lessen the chance of him _ _ c k _ _ _ in fright. By watching your horse’s _ _ r _ and his _ x p _ s _ _ _ _ _ _ _ you can learn to understand what he is thinking.

Warn your horse before you handle him. One way you can do this is by placing your hand on his hip and sliding your hand down his leg to pick up his _ _ f. If you reach suddenly for the hoof, you could be kicked. Stand at your horse’s left _ _ d _ to lead him. When turning your horse, turn him to the _ _ g _t. Keep the extra lead strap off the ground by holding _ _ r g _ coils in your left hand. Never wrap a lead rope _ _ r _ u _ _ your hand or body.

Stallions can be unpredictable and should be handled by experienced _ _ u _ _ l _. A mare that is normally gentle, may become aggressive toward people after having foaled. Because some horses do have bad dispositions, choose a horse with a good _ _ t _ _ _ for a more enjoyable equine experience. Handle your horse with _ _ n _ l _ e _ _ _ kindness and firmness. By practicing safety precautions you will learn to handle horses successfully and safety.

WORDS TO CHOOSE FROM

expressions talk around large frightened
adults soothing side hoof startle
kicking right confidence gentle attitude
ears calm
A____'s hoof is very important. It should ______ cleaned every day with a ______ pick. All manure and _____ should be removed. When using the hoof pick, clean a________ both sides of the ______ in outward motions.

ANSWERS

1. _______  
2. _______  
3. _______

4. _______  
5. _______  
6. _______
HORSE BREEDS

See-A-Word puzzle

Look up, down, across, back and diagonally in both directions to See-A-Word. Can you find all the horse breeds listed here?

MORGAN
OASOFIONS
RUHMUSTANGU
GLIPIZZANZIZA
ATRONIFOSAPNBAG
NQETRTLADSDDLCK
TENNESSZEWALKERAT
RIKANDALUCIANBOKR
PACPOHANOVERIANUP
LAPTRAKEHERIPO
HDERBEGUOROHT
ARABIANWPRABRETROUQN

ALBINO
ANDALUCIAN
ARABIAN
CRETON
CLYDESDALE
HACKNEY
HANOVERIAN
LIPIZZAN
MORGAN
MUSTANG
PASO FINO
PINTO
QUARTER
TENNESSEE
WALKER
THOROUGHBRED
TRAKEHNER
DREAM BARN

WHAT WOULD YOUR DREAM BARN LOOK LIKE? DRAW AND COLOR YOUR DREAM BARN, INSIDE AND OUT. BE AS DETAILED AS YOU CAN.